Assistant: "DEMOCRACY HAS PREVAILED
"Leaders have an obligation to defend the truth and defeat the lies. Hear me out as we move forward," Biden told fellow Americans.

TSWCD MD, GM caught by ACB, Rs 75,000 seized

ED arrests realtor in Rs 1,030-cr e-tender scam

HSLS cores coercive steps against LRS, BRS applicants

KCR meets railway officials to tackle CM
demands

KCR seeks Vaccine Testing and Certification Lab in Hyd

IT and Industries Minister KTR said a proposal to set up a centre to establish a Vaccine Testing and Certification Laboratory at the Genomax Valley in Hyderabad was being finalised.

KTR seeks vaccine testing lab in Hyderabad to handle 10 lakh samples per month

12 hurt, 50 sheep perish as bus, van collide

‘Make KTR CM’ chorus gains strength in TRS

TRS corporator assaults MRO

PM tours stressed area of Bundelkhand
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Indian farmer at crossroads: Market, state or collective action?

Emotions are pent-up in the ceaseless fray, the eternal battle of the titans. The state, as the ultimate arbiter, holds sway over the market, which in turn influences the farmer's decisions. The collective action of farmers has historically been a powerful tool in asserting their demands. However, the question of whether to resist state control or seek integration with the market remains a complex one.

In the post-independence era, the state's role in agriculture has been a contentious issue. Initially, the state aimed to control the market to ensure food security and stability. However, this led to a decrease in the productivity of farmers and a decline in their income. The state's role in this arena is thus a delicate balance between regulating the market and allowing the market to operate freely.

The traditional Indian farmer is often seen as a provider of food security for the nation. However, the state's policies have often neglected the needs of farmers, focusing instead on the needs of the larger population. This has led to a decline in the standard of living of farmers, who are often forced to take on multiple jobs to make ends meet.

From the perspective of farmers, collective action has been a way to voice their concerns and demand changes in state policies. However, the effectiveness of collective action is limited by the fragmented nature of the farming community. The lack of organization and coordination among farmers makes it difficult to bring about change.

The state, on the other hand, has a duty to ensure that the farmers' needs are met. It is responsible for providing a fair price for the produce, ensuring that farmers are not exploited by middlemen, and providing support during times of crisis. The state should work towards creating a market that is fair and just for all stakeholders.

In conclusion, the state should balance its role in regulating the market with the need to support farmers. Collective action can be a powerful tool, but it requires organization and coordination. The state should also work towards creating a more inclusive market that benefits all members of society.

Man held for cheating elderly at ATM in Hyderabad

A young mechanical engineering graduate who allegedly duped an elderly woman of Rs 25,000 was arrested by the Nizamabad police in a fraud case.

The accused, a native of the Devakadra area in Mahabubnagar district, approached the accused in the morning and said that he needed money from ATM centres. He then collected the debit card and pin and used the card to withdraw money from the ATM and then collected the pin and debit card.

The accused newly married, says he is investigating the case.

Nirmal health...

Traditional medicines have been used for centuries to treat various ailments. However, the introduction of modern medicines and technologies has led to a decline in the use of traditional medicines. This has led to a loss of knowledge and skills associated with traditional medicines.

KTR Seeks Vaccine Testing and Certification Lab in Hyderabad

Citing his earlier request, the Minister and vaccine manufacturing experts in the state were present for the Central Drug Laboratory in Nizamabad.

They held discussions on vaccine testing and certification, and also identified the logistics and the time frame for the logistics. They also proposed a mechanism for vaccine testing.

Rao also said that the facility would be an integral part of the government's efforts to ensure safety and quality of vaccines. The facility would be equipped with the latest technology and facilities to ensure the safe and efficient testing of vaccines.

ED arrests realtor in Rs 1,030-crore case

The CBI has arrested two real estate agents in a case involving a fraud of Rs 1,030 crore. The accused were allegedly involved in the sale and purchase of plots in the state.

They were arrested in connection with the case. The accused were involved in the sale and purchase of plots in the state. The case was registered under sections 420 (cheating) and 467 (forgery) of the Indian Penal Code.

PICS CAR ALLOTMENT

TS gets four officers, AP three

The Union Government has announced the allotment of officers to the candidates who got the best marks in the IPS (Prelims) exam held in 2018.

According to the sources, the candidates who got the best marks in the IPS (Prelims) exam held in 2018 are:

- Vandana (UP, rank 1)
- Anand (HP, rank 2)
- Shashank (chhattisgarh, rank 3)

The candidates were selected on the basis of their performance in the IPS (Prelims) exam held in 2018.
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While the Education Department of Telangana added that they are making every effort to ensure that the students do not face any inconvenience, the online study platform is still under development.

A consent form by St Joseph’s Grammar School in Hyderabad was an exception. One of the parent on condition of anonymity said, “The school is making it compulsory, if they are willing to send their children to schools only then they have to sign such forms despite the parents are against the practice. The students can face any inconvenience, if they sign such forms.”

Some schools have given a dam for parents’ consent

A parent said, “Our child is in another school and they are making this compulsory while GD-1 is already granted but no action taken by the school. The students are being asked to fill the form and the schools are下手恐吓 threatening to ask the students to sign such forms.”

What can be the reason behind the school asking the students to sign such forms? According to the parents, it is to check whether the students are active in class and also to make sure that they attend the class on time. The parents are not in favor of such practice.

In the meantime, the Hyderabad District Education Authority has directed all the schools to ensure that the students are not harassed in any way and that they are not forced to sign such forms.

**Technical snag disrupts Metro train services**

Metro rail services in the city have once again come to a standstill due to an electrical snag at Gachibowli station. The authorities have confirmed that the train service will remain suspended for 15 minutes on Monday.

The alert crew immediate- ly disposed of the electrical snag. The police said. There was no report of any medical emergency.

**Gujarati Grammar School is closed**

A consent form by GBJS is also a matter of concern. Some parents are not in favor of such practice. One of the parents said, “We are not allowing our child to attend the school as the school is asking the students to sign such forms.”

In the meantime, the Hyderabad District Education Authority has directed all the schools to ensure that the students are not harassed in any way and that they are not forced to sign such forms.
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BJP plans 90 ‘shakti kendras’ in Sagar to continue winning streak

The BJP has started preparing to continue its winning streak in Sagar by setting up 90 ‘shakti kendras’, or strongholds, ahead of the by-poll elections. The party has been busy conducting meetings in all the districts to identify strong leaders and potential candidates for the by-poll. It is believed that the party’s strong performance in the by-polls will help it retain its grip on power in Sagar and the district.

BJP has sights set on Mulug

The BJP is optimistic about its chances in the upcoming elections in Mulug, a key constituency in the Telangana legislative assembly. The party has already started preparations for the by-poll, with a focus on identifying strong leaders and potential candidates. The party is expected to make a strong showing in Mulug, with the aim of consolidating its position in the region.

‘Mission Bhagiratha’ is reason for joining TRS

Aadhaar problems solved. Regional Office to get their help-desk contact number...mission Bhagiratha was launched by the Chief Minister of Telangana. It aims to provide access to the Aadhaar card to all residents of the state.

Doctor signs attendance register in advance, abstains from duties

In a recent incident, a doctor in India was seen signing the attendance register in advance, thereby failing to attend his duties. This is the second such incident to occur in the same hospital within a span of one month. The hospital authorities are currently investigating the matter.

Eatala takes part in MPP meeting

The Minister for Health Eatala Rajender highlighted the role of leaders in the formation of a new party. He called upon leaders to continue the winning streak and to work towards the development of the state. The meeting was chaired by the District Collector.
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In a recent incident, a doctor in India was seen signing the attendance register in advance, thereby failing to attend his duties. This is the second such incident to occur in the same hospital within a span of one month. The hospital authorities are currently investigating the matter.
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District Collector, Srinivasa Reddy scheduled a meeting with local leaders to discuss the upcoming local body elections. The meeting was held to ensure the smooth functioning of the elections and to address any concerns that may arise.
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The government has decided to hold meetings with local leaders to discuss the upcoming local body elections. The meetings will be held in the districts where the elections are scheduled to take place, and will involve discussions on the election process and any concerns that may arise.
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The unprecedented victory of BJP in Delhi elections and local body elections has certainly boosted the morale of the party in the entire state. The party is optimistic about its chances in the upcoming elections in Mulug, a key constituency in the Telangana legislative assembly. The party has already started preparations for the by-poll, with a focus on identifying strong leaders and potential candidates. The party is expected to make a strong showing in Mulug, with the aim of consolidating its position in the region.
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Ministers start 10th round of talks with protesting farmer unions

Union leaders reject suggestion of alternative route for rally

Active caseload slips below 2 lakh after nearly 7 months

Loss of smell may be sign of Covid, research confirms

Delhi BJP demands 13 cr 'dues' from Kejriwal govt

TMC seeks release of defence minister book on Azad Hind Fauj

NDP takes dig at BJP over Guj rice genome

Centre withdraws plea in SC against farmers' tractor rally

Biden to sign 15 executive orders on day one as president

Biden's immigration bill proposals to eliminate per country cap

India's daily new cases are around half of patients with a history of smoking

Biden's Cabinet is likely to be confirmed by Senate this week

India's COVID-19 case load has fallen below the 3-lakh mark for the first time in nearly seven months and comprises just 1 per cent of the world's daily fresh cases. Minister of health and family welfare Harsh Vardhan on Wednesday said as on December 30, there were 3,21,882 active cases in the country, with 97,199 new cases reported in the last 24 hours. "Thirty-four states and UTs have reported zero new cases," he said.

"The active cases have fallen to the lowest ebb since July 27, 2020," the minister added. He, however, said that the surge in cases for the last week was due to the ramping up of testing and because of the festive seasons. "Monsoon season is over and hence rainfall cannot be a reason. We should not lose the momentum," he said.

"Globally, India has one of the lowest daily new cases of COVID-19 cases per 1 million population," he said.

"The average daily fresh cases in India have received the maximum fall since July 14, whereas, other countries in the Southeast Asia region such as Vietnam, Japan, Indonesia have not been able to achieve this," he added.

"This is a very significant achievement and a result of the lakhs of tests that we are conducting. This is due to the concerted efforts of the Centre, states and the people," he added.

"We are taking necessary steps to ensure that the states maintain the momentum and will continue to concentrate on testing," the minister said.

"The Centre wants to ensure that the states maintain the testing momentum and that they do not go back to the old ways of low testing," he said.

"I would like to urge the people to continue following the COVID guidelines and to take necessary precautions," the minister said.

"There is a risk of the second wave, but it is unlikely with the steps that we have taken," he added.

"We are also concerned about how we will handle the surge when the winter season kicks in," he said.

"We need to maintain the testing momentum and continue to test, test and retest," he added.

"The Centre has requested all the states to prepare a plan to continue the testing momentum till December 2020," he said.

"We have asked all the states to set up multi-purpose testing laboratories in every district," he added.

"We have also asked the states to ensure that testing is conducted in every block in every district," he said.
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What's in a name?

Rather than quibbling over Neta ji’s birth anniversary, the farmers may not even pay any heed to the celebration. There are allegations and counter-claims of the deaths being related to the COVID-19 jab, and the families of the deceased are still awaiting justice. The family members of Neta ji have been forced to fight this battle all alone, as none of the political parties have taken any initiative to address their grievances. The family members of Neta ji have also appealed to the Government to declare public holidays on their son’s birth anniversary, but their request has been turned down. The Union Government has not even united over the issue. It sends a very wrong message to the people of India, especially the youth, that the Government does not value their sentiments and does not care about their welfare.

The farmers may not even pay any heed to the celebration of Neta ji’s birth anniversary, as they are more concerned about their daily struggles and the ongoing tension between them and the Government. The farmers are not alone in their struggle, as the people of India are also standing with them. The people of India are united in their support for the farmers and are willing to stand by them in their fight against the Government.

On the contrary, the Government is not doing enough to address the issues faced by the farmers. The Government is more concerned about its own political interests and is not willing to listen to the farmers’ demands.

In conclusion, the farmers are not alone in their struggle, as the people of India are also standing with them. The people of India are united in their support for the farmers and are willing to stand by them in their fight against the Government. The Government is not doing enough to address the issues faced by the farmers. The Government is more concerned about its own political interests and is not willing to listen to the farmers’ demands.
A risky business

Share redemption is like a double-edged sword. The very advantage associated with it can backfire and become a major disadvantage.

There have been minor adverse events across India since the vaccine drive began on Jan 16. However, surveillance has been strong and will remain so in future, too.

FARMERS WANT TO TAKE OUT A TRACTOR RALLY ON THE OUTER RING ROAD IN THE CAPITAL, AS THEY INTEND TO CELEBEC RATE REPUBLIC DAY.

PRASHANT BHUSAN

GAIL has also declared an interim dividend of 1.55 per cent of the total paid-up capital, at a price of Rs 30 per share for the coming year. This share buyback forms a part of the company's strategy to create long-term value for its shareholders. GAIL has been a leader in the Indian natural gas and petrochemicals sector, with a track record of consistent growth and profitability. The share buyback is expected to boost the company's stock price and enhance its attractiveness to investors.

FARMERS WANT TO TAKE OUT A TRACTOR RALLY ON THE OUTER RING ROAD IN THE CAPITAL, AS THEY INTEND TO CELEBRATE REPUBLIC DAY.

In his statement, the DPM expressed the government's determination to ensure timely implementation of the new farm laws and create an environment that promotes farmers' welfare. He emphasized the importance of engaging with farmers and understanding their needs to foster a better relationship between farmers and policymakers.

There have been concerns raised about the impact of the new farm laws on small and marginal farmers, particularly in the northern states. The DPM assured that the government was committed to addressing these concerns and working towards a solution that benefits all farmers.

In conclusion, the DPM's speech highlighted the government's commitment to implementing the new farm laws and ensuring the well-being of farmers. The government is taking steps to address the concerns raised and create a conducive environment for farmers to thrive. It is in the government's interest to continue engaging with farmers and ensuring that everyone benefits from these reforms.

The writer is former Director-General, Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR), New Delhi.

A legendary feat by incredible Indians

Our netas, scientists, technocrats and babus must learn from the tremendous performance of the cricket team and herald a new era of excellence in all walks of life.
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**MONEY MATTERS**

**Power demand touches all-time high of 108.32 GW, says Sahai**
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A must-read guidebook to India’s temples

Anuradha Goyal, travel blogger
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A tool, not a threat

RACHEL TASHMALA

Irani chai, biryani & pearls — all things Hyderabad
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Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning are rapidly growing and are opening up new avenues for entering the world of technology and for being vocal about the trends of today.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) are making headway in various industries. AI has been around for decades, but its recent growth is driven by advancements in computing power, data availability, and algorithmic improvements. ML, a subset of AI, focuses on developing algorithms and statistical models that can automatically improve through experience and by being exposed to new data. Together, AI and ML are transforming industries across the board, from healthcare to finance, from transportation to retail.

AI and ML are driving innovation in various fields. For instance, in healthcare, AI-powered diagnostics can help doctors make more accurate diagnoses, while ML algorithms can predict disease outcomes and patient needs. In finance, AI is used to detect fraudulent transactions and ML models can personalize investment advice. In transportation, self-driving cars utilize ML to navigate complex environments and make split-second decisions.

The writer, Maaz Ansari, is the founder of AI and Machine Learning (ML) company, Transforming Insights. He has been a vocal advocate for the adoption and advancement of ML in various industries. His company, Transforming Insights, uses AI and ML to drive process optimization, automation, and innovation.

Transforming Insights has forecasted that the worldwide AI adoption rate will grow from 12% in 2020 to 65% in 2025. The company has already completed over 60 projects and is currently working on 320 projects. The company has forecasted a 10X growth in the forecast period 2020-2027. As an AI and Machine Learning professional, Maaz is passionate about sharing his knowledge and expertise with others. He believes that AI and ML are the future of technology and that everyone should be familiar with its potential and limitations.

Business Forecasting and Analysis

This technology is strategi-
gically poised to acquire a set of data at a point in time which then is examined and utilized for making smart decisions. With the changing world and dynamism AI and machine learning can give companies with accuracy in high as 90-95% cost. Companies will soon start using recurrent neural networks for high fidelity forecasting.

Increased adoption of hyper-personalized and contextual communications

2021 will bring in a change that may affect “contact” king. With the adoption of AI and ML tools and technologies, organizations are increasingly adopting a more personalized and context-aware approach. This approach allows organizations to better understand their customers and provide them with more relevant and personalized experiences. This is leading to increased adoption of hyper-personalized and contextual communications.

As a result, the future of AI and machine learning is bright, and organizations are investing more and more in these technologies to stay ahead of the curve. The rapid growth of AI and ML will continue to drive innovation and transform industries across the board.
Women Business Cult founders Anika Khara and Deepika Maheshwari conducted a Tea Meet for several empowered, successful women in the city. The event, which was held at Cravery Cafe in Juhu Hills, Hyderabad, saw many businesswomen sharing their experiences and insights while encouraging more women to be constant and empowered.

WBC, a platform managed and run by women entrepreneurs with experience, helps women by providing the right tools to boost their business and expose. It aims to create a platform for exchange of ideas, business advice, entrepreneurship awareness, development, marketing support, mentorship opportunities and other aspects to grow businesses.
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SP, Guru Films line up another Korean remake

S

tal Productions and Guru Films, which remake Korean hit Abi's "Bangaru Bullodu" in Telugu, have acquired the rights to another Korean film. Most recently, the production house acquired the remake rights to the popular Korean film "Love Again" (original title: "Dear Mr. Preschool Teacher").

The team, led by producer and director Mohan Raja, has been actively working on the adaptation. The film, titled "Bangaru Bullodu," is set in a village in South India and revolves around a high-spirited girl named Archana (played by Keerthy Suresh) and her family. The story follows the challenges they face in their daily life and how they overcome them.

The remake is expected to be a major event in the Telugu film industry, as it marks the entry of Korean films into the South Indian market. The production house has already announced the release date and venue for the film, which is scheduled for a November release.

Lucifer remake launched: RB Choudhary joins the team

Lucifer remake

Lucifer, the Evergreen Telugu film which was directed by Akshay Kumar and produced by Dharma Productions and Rajat Arora, is now being remade in Telugu. The remake is directed by Akshay Kumar and produced by Dharma Productions. The film is currently in the pre-production stage, with shooting expected to begin soon.

The film is a family-oriented drama, which revolves around a small-town family and their struggles. The film was widely liked by the audience and received critical acclaim.

Bangaru Bullodu revolves around gold: Naresh

Bangaru Bullodu

Bangaru Bullodu is a Telugu film that revolves around a family and their struggles with gold. The film is directed by Mohan Raja and produced by S. S. Rajamouli.

The film is set in a rural village in Andhra Pradesh and is about a family who inherits a large amount of gold. The film explores the challenges they face in their daily life and how they overcome them.

The film has a strong cast and crew, with Keerthy Suresh playing the lead role. The film is expected to be a major event in the Telugu film industry, as it marks the entry of Korean films into the South Indian market. The production house has already announced the release date and venue for the film, which is scheduled for a November release.

Netflix announces Telugu anthology Pitta Kathalu

The latest in the growing list of Telugu movies that Netflix has acquired, this Anthology, "Pitta Kathalu," is directed by young and talented filmmakers.

The film will be an anthology showcasing a love, with every story in the anthology showing a different beautiful landscape of the country. The film will be released on October 15th.
Warne predicts huge fall out in Oz team

The leg-spinner Shane Warne believes the embarrassing Test loss to an under-strength India will result in a "huge fallout" in the Australian team and a search for a new leadership structure. India recorded one of their most memorable wins on Tuesday. They batted them out of the game with a full-strength Australia to pocket the four-match series 2-1 and retain the Border-Gavaskar Trophy.

"I think that's a huge fallout from this (series). I think too many times you look to the seconds or the sixth seconds or the 10th balls of the over, that's when you're our two or three players that play that role," Warne said.

"So that's our first test, our duty, our role. We've got too many big players for that. Our strength is our bowlers and our middle order and our batting was our problem. I think we need to re-think a lot of things." Warne was quoted as saying by Fox Cricket.

"Their bowlers are on the verge of greatness. Their bowlers are on the verge of greatness, this is the same team that is competitive in the world. They've got a lot of depth and they've got a lot of quality. Their batting will improve. Their middle order is strong, they've got some quality quicks."

His comments came on the back of Australia's thrashing in the second Test in Brisbane on Tuesday, when the tourists were batted out of the game for just 205 in their first innings in reply to India's 308.

"I don't think the team stood up to the mark. They didn't have any fighting spirit, they didn't have any pride."

India's Cheteshwar Pujara, second left, is congratulated by Australia's Matthew Wade after defeating Australia by three wickets on the final day of the fourth cricket Test between India and Australia at the Gabba in Brisbane, Australia, Tuesday, Jan. 19, 2021. (AP Photo/Tertius Pickard)